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Treasurer: Mr. Graham Clarkson 

                                                                                                                                      

DEAR MEMBER, 

BRANCH LUNCH - 10TH OCTOBER 2012    

Thirty six members and guests enjoyed a    

superb three course lunch at ‘Moments     

Restaurant’.  The tables were set out beauti-

fully, food was excellent and staff, service 

and atmosphere absolutely first class. 

We were pleased to welcome members who 

are unable to attend meetings and guests 

joining us for the first time.  So a special 

welcome for Jacque Blackmore, Maddy Perry, 

Gladys Hunt and John and Mercia Wilderspin.   

Now how about this, John Wilderspin served 

on 58 Rifle Squadron at RAF Khormaksar, 

Aden, in 1952 - who was on 58 Squadron at 

the same time - our Chairman Gordon Coe.  

So after 60 years did they have much to talk 

about - you bet they did. 

There were 25 raffle prizes, including a   

lovely bottle of wine from our hosts. Top   

raffle team  ‘The Sweeties’ (Jose and Louise) 

raised  £106.  Marvellous!  Many thanks to 

everyone for being so generous.   

Our sincere thanks to Cain, Dawn and all  

staff, for making our lunch such a success.  

We will definitely be back in 2013. 

OCTOBER BRANCH MEETING                     

A most interesting and entertaining talk 

from John Read, a retired chemist, on the 

’History of Soap and Washing Powder.’  

John gave a real insight into personal hygiene 

from years gone by. He is already booked for 

another talk next year.  

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY PARADE         

Again, huge support from the people of      

Wymondham, who turned out in their       

hundreds.  There seemed to be more young-

sters then ever in the many youth organisa-

tions and all parading standards.  I know that 

many of our branch members are unable to 

join us but do support their local                

Remembrance Service - which is great.   

Although the joints creak a bit now, we did 

manage (of course) to march in step.                    

Our Branch Standard was paraded by Tony 

Leonard and the wreath was laid by Vice 

President Peter Lawrence.  Both very        

professional.   

I am pleased to say, that as usual, there was 

a full congregation for the Service at the  

Abbey.    

NOVEMBER BRANCH MEETING                  

Another good attendance to hear a fascinat-

ing talk by our speaker David Bailey, on 

’English Pewter’.  He kept us entertained with 

the history and humorous stories, as well as 

answering members questions.  This was his 

third visit to the branch.                        

Branch President Paul Bruning sincerely 

thanked members for his 70th Birthday Card 

which had been signed by members.                                                           

Your President, Vice President, Chairman and Committee wish all Norfolk Branch Members  

and their families, a Happy Christmas, and  Healthy, Peaceful and Prosperous New Year.      
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ROOF OVER BRITAIN.  The Official Story 

of Britain’s Anti Aircraft Defences 1939/42 

Continued.                                                     

The principal achievements of A.A. guns and 

this is not generally realised - lie not in de-

struction of enemy aircraft, in which their 

successes, although substantial, are bound to 

be few compared with the successes of 

fighter aircraft.  The value of guns is in the 

prevention of accurate bombing and in       

preventing enemy aircraft reaching their   

objectives, particularly by night.   

The effect of A.A. fire gunfire is generally 

speaking, to keep all enemy aircraft at a high 

altitude and to deter them from flying on a 

straight and even course necessary for accu-

rate bombing.  If a ’plane cannot fly low or 

straight, it cannot bomb accurately and its 

chances of doing serious damage are less.   

Moreover, on many occasions when A.A. guns 

have been heavily in action by night,          

particularly in the London area, 50 per cent, 

or more of the enemy raiders have turned 

back before entering the defended area, and 

many of the raiders which have ventured to 

enter it have turned back almost at once.  

The direct destruction of enemy aircraft is 

the most obvious purpose of anti-aircraft 

guns but this job is much easier for the 

fighters. To bring about the destruction of a 

’plane with anti-aircraft fire the shell must 

burst within 50 to 100 feet from the target.   

With light anti-aircraft guns you must hit  

either the pilot, the engine or controls; and 

the fact, that aircraft can suffer a surpris-

ing  amount of damage in other parts of its   

structure, without being put out of action 

has been proven by the experiences of our 

own pilots in action over enemy territory.    

Even if the shot is perfectly aimed and the 

fuse accurately set to burst the shell at ex-

actly the right place and moment, the air-

craft has only to deviate from its course to a 

small extent to escape unharmed.  

On the other hand, unless he is using dive-

bombing methods, the pilot must fly on a 

straight even course at a constant speed for 

at least half a minute if he is to drop his 

bombs accurately.  When the aircraft is    

being engaged by anti-aircraft guns the pilot 

has to decide whether to continue to fly 

straight, in which case he runs a serious risk 

of being hit. If, on the other hand, he ’jinks’ 

and takes avoiding action by altering his 

course and speed, then he ruins his bomb 

aimer’s chance of releasing his bombs         

accurately.    

Another important function of A.A. guns is to 

indicate the position of enemy aircraft to our 

own fighters.  Often, when an enemy ’plane is 

out of range, the guns fire one or two rounds 

to burst as near as possible, simply to draw 

the fighter’s attention to the enemy. 

In the nature of things, guns are bound to 

play second fiddle to the fighters.  They 

have to perform the relatively humdrum job 

of breaking up large formations of enemy 

bombers so that the fighters can get in 

among them, and then put up with the      

frustration of not being able to fire because 

our own fighters are overhead.                   

A.A. work is team-work in the highest sense 

of the word.  The wing-forwards, who are the 

A.A. Guns, do their job if they manoeuvre the 

ball into the right place for the centre      

forward-the fighter aircraft– to kick a goal. 

Guns and gun positions.                           

There are two main types of heavy A.A. gun.  

The 4.5 inch, which hurls a high explosive 

shell weighing nearly half hundred-weight to 

a height of eight miles in 50 seconds and the 

3.7 inch, which has almost as high a ceiling 

and a faster rate of fire but smaller shell.   

There are also some 3-inch guns from the 

last war, whose chief characteristic is high 

rate of fire; these fire high explosive or          
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or shrapnel shells every 3 seconds, producing 

a mushroom growth of cotton-wool bursts.       

 

Our light A.A. gun is the  Bofors, which 

weighs two tons and fires up to 120 two 

pound shells per minute to a height of 6,000 

feet. The shell bursts on impact.                 

 

The last-war Lewis Gun has been surprisingly 

successful, mounted singly, or in twin quadru-

ple for greater fire power.  It has brought 

down many low-flying raiders who sought by 

diving from cloud to surprise defences.  The 

function of light guns is to hold off the 

bomber from low-level attack, or from      

vulnerable points all over the country. 

 

At a ‘heavy’ site there may be two, four, six 

or eight guns.  The normal plan is a four-gun 

site run by a half-battery divided into       

sections. The two sites may be several miles 

from each other.  

 

Suppose a site has been chosen for a new gun 

position.  A point in the middle has been      

selected from which measurements can be 

taken to provide accurate data for the gun 

and instruments when they arrive.  This point 

is indicated, perhaps, by a cross marked on 

wood bedded in concrete: it becomes the   

pivot of the gun-site later on.  Distance and 

bearing from this cross to some prominent 

landmark is established with great accuracy 

by surveyors and information is ready for 

the new Battery when it arrives.   

 

Other things are waiting for the Battery, 

too: a water supply, which may quite likely  

consist of one pipe with a tap; a semi perma-

nent hut for the Battery Office - or it may 

only be a marquee; some kind of shed for the 

cook-house; and tents for messing and sleep-

ing.  There will also be a way into the site, 

perhaps railway sleepers thrown across a 

ditch where there is a gap in the hedge. 

These may be the only obvious signs of prep-

aration viable to the new Battery when it   

arrives; but in fact the selection of site has 

involved a good deal of work.  It should if 

possible, have an all-round field of fire with 

no obstruction higher than 10 degrees above 

ground level and allow for effective ground 

defence.  Level ground and good access 

should the gun need to be moved quickly.    

Living quarters and the gun should be       

camouflaged. 

 

When the convoy arrives the Gunners see 

nothing but a lonely field with a few huts or 

tents.  Kit is unloaded, men detailed to their 

living quarters with a vague promise of food 

as soon as the trench fire will boil the dixies. 

 

By next morning the Battery discovers that 

it can eat, sleep, wash and survive even 

though it has been plonked down in the mid-

dle of a field ‘miles from anywhere’, that is 

to say a mile from the nearest bus stop.  In a 

short time reconnaissance parties will have 

thrust round the district and reported back 

on amenities within striking distance. 

 

The site has to be improved at once: tracks 

must be made as inconspicuous as possible, 

stores unloaded, and the gun position ready 

for the gun and instruments, which may      

arrive at any time and made ’ready for        

action.’  A shelter will be needed for the    

telephone and plotting devices.                  

 

Guns are spaced around the gun park with 

the command post at the centre with its    

telescope and height finder.  It is the charge 

of the Gun Position Officer (GPO) who      

controls the firing of guns, watches the     

effect of fire and has the responsibility of 

identifying any doubtful  ‘planes.  He has an            

assistant, usually an N.C.O. who acts as a    

human megaphone-relaying the G.P.O’s orders 

to the guns.  
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Hostile aircraft approaching.                                                                           

Early information is received from the Royal 

Observer Corps  but an  approaching ‘plane is 

first seen through the spotter’s telescope, a 

simple affair with two eye-pieces, which 

looks quite unlike a telescope.  If it is a 

friendly ’plane, the spotter logs it in a book; 

if it is hostile, he sounds the alarm.           

The trouble starts when he mis-identifies a 

hostile ‘plane as friendly.  But spotters are 

uncannily skilled and their appropriate    

senses are inhumanly specialised.  They are 

not usually enthusiastic to take on the job, 

but quickly develop the specialist’s sense of 

superiority and supplement official hand-

books with privately purchased text-books.                                       

Once the spotter is on the target the G.P.O. 

shouts to everybody else the height and 

bearing which he reads from the scales at 

the base of the telescope.  To do this he 

must stoop, and unless he is nimble, he may 

block the spotters view.  Then the spotter 

roars out. ’Telescope! Telescope! and the 

G.P.O. tries to dodge out of the way without 

losing sight of the height and bearing scales.   

The spotter has to keep his telescope on the 

target as it moves and in order to over-come 

the time lag between shouting out heights 

and bearings and the flight of the ‘plane the 

G.P.O. must estimate ahead.  It is a     

breathless and exciting business.   

The heart of the command post is the pre-

dictor - the calculating machine that finds 

out where a ’plane is and predicts its future 

movements, so that allowances can be made 

in laying aim.  The findings transmitted to 

the guns.  Gunners watch the dials and      

adjust the gun accordingly.    

As a rule, each detachment has it’s own gun 

which it tends and cherishes with personal 

affection: this is not surprising, for the gun 

itself is a graceful and lovely instrument.  

Perhaps that is why gun crews nearly always 

give their guns feminine names.  This per-

sonal affection owes something to the fact 

that crews have to build the pit for their 

gun and have much the same anxious pride in 

the task as the dresser of a famous aspiring 

actress has in getting her charge ready for 

a sensational part.  

Gunners at play.                                       

Normally a gunner has one day off per week 

and one evening.  Why is there so little time 

to spare.  There are two guns per section 

and eleven men for each gun team.  But 

apart from the fact, which the outside 

world finds so difficult to grasp, that when 

you say you have such and such a number of 

men on your strength, you don’t really mean 

it because most of them are always doing 

something else, there are various other 

commitments to be considered. 

Take the case of a half-battery, with a nom-

inal role of 140 men.  Ready for action at any 

time, day or night.  You must have 44 men 

for the four guns.  There are six to eight 

men working the predictor and three or four 

the height finder.  There is a fire picquet, 

decontamination squad, stretcher bearers, 

medical orderly and a guard.    

Five men are away on courses at divisional 

and brigade schools.  Six are away from 

camp guarding a temporarily unoccupied gun 

site five miles away.  One of the cooks has 

been commandeered by Brigade HQ.  Six 

men are in hospital and six are sick in camp.  

Fifteen men are on seven days leave.     

Twenty men are weekly day off.  That is why 

only eleven men can go out this evening.  

Incidentally, while they are manning the 

guns or acting as fire piquet, they are kept 

busy all day with training, maintenance of 

equipment, P.T. with arms drill and above all 

fatigues and construction work on camp.     

To  be cont…….  
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FROM THE REGIMENTAL SECRETARY 

ARMED FORCES OPERATIONAL AWARD 

HONOURS  - List 39                               

Mention in Despatches    

Flt Lt S R TURNER - RAF Regt - 11 Sqn RAF 

Regt - Operation HERRICK. 

Cpl E J HARDY - Gnr - Operation HERRICK. 

Cpl M R W TREVILLION - Gnr - Trg Wg RTA 

(B) Operation HERRICK. 

 

Queen’s Commendation for Valuable Service 

Flt Lt J GRIFFIN - RAF Regt - 1 Sqn RAF 

Regt - Operation HERRICK. 

 

Joint Commander’s Commendation 

Cpl S EVANS - Gnr - Trg Wg  RTS RAF    

Honington - Operation HERRICK. 

Ft Sgt B J WHITE - Gnr - RAF FP Centre 

RAF Honington - Operation ELLAMY. 

 

COMMANDANT GENERAL’S                    

COMMENDATIONS FOR 2012 

The following have been awarded CG RAF 

Regiment Commendation in 2012 for their 

outstanding  support to the Corps. 

Mr DAVID BLUNDRED - Wembley Arena      

Security Manager. 

Mr WILLIAM EPPS - late East Kent Branch 

RAF Regiment Association. 

Mr ROY MISKELLY - Lincolnshire Branch 

RAF Regiment Association. 

Mr BOB OAKES - Comdr - Regiment Driver - 

RAF Honington. 

SIGNOR ROSSANO NOVELLI - Instigator 

of the Reginald Barton Memorial Park, in     

Italy. 

 

RAF REGIMENT AIR RANK PROMOTION 

A.V. Marshal G E Stacey ACB MBE to be   

promoted Air Marshal and to be Deputy        

Commander Joint Force Command Brunssum 

with effect from 15 January 2013, in        

succession to Air Marshal D Walker CB CBE 

AFC who is leaving the Service.  

 

NEW RSFR REGIMENT SHOP FACILITY   

The RAF Regiment has joined forces with 

ISS (the catering and leisure provider at 

RAF Honington and many other military      

bases) to launch the RAF Regiment Shop on 

Friday 26th October 2012.                            

 

It will be located in the RAF Honington Spa 

Shop and share the same opening hours and 

staff. The shop will gradually evolve as we 

fine tune the product list, identify suppliers, 

and obtain the necessary authority to use 

the MOD insignia.                                              

 

This will take time; the full range of products 

will be introduced  gradually over the coming 

months, so please be patient and limit your 

expectations until the service can be          

developed fully.  Our incremental develop-

ment will also allow us to take into account 

customer feedback.    

 

Those requiring bespoke items with official 

military logos etc., leaflets will be available in 

store and via email to enable the placing of 

orders for RAF or RAF Regiment branded 

items.  We will also be providing an e–

commerce (internet) service very soon - more 

information to follow.    

 

The point of contact at RAF Honington is 

Squadron Leader Tony Nelson, at                

Anthony.nelson571@mod.uk    Please note the 

new facility has no connection with or re-

sponsibility for the   previous Shop facility at 

RAF Honington. 

 

PLASTIC MILK CARTON TOPS                   

My thanks to Alan Barkes and Dave Dawson  

for their bags of tops.  They are on their way 

towards buying another invalid carriage and 

helping someone to stay mobile and get out 

and about.  And to members for the used 

postage stamps which go to the local church 

to help various charities.       
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CHRISTMAS (Ladies Section)                           

The 38 days of a girl’s Christmas.            

There are traditionally 12 days of Christmas-

unless you’re female, it seems.  Women spend 

an average of 300 hours, or 38 working days, 

preparing for the festive season, a study 

suggests.                                         

More than a third of that time is spent 

trawling shops and the internet for perfect 

presents for partners, relatives and friends.  

On average, women start researching their 

presents, food and decorations in October.                                              

Some men, meanwhile, fail to buy their      

presents until Christmas Eve and the average 

man only tends to start shopping halfway 

through December.                                      

The study by ‘Clothes Show Live’, also         

suggests that women consistently prefer to 

get a head start on bagging the best food,      

presents and decorations.   They spend a lot 

of the 300 hours simply researching what 

the best treats and gifts are this year.   

Gavin Brown of the ‘Clothes Live Show’, said: 

’It’s true what they say.  Women do spend a 

lot of time worrying about Christmas.  More 

time and money is spent on picking those     

special festive gifts for friends, family and 

partners alone, not to mention finding the 

perfect party outfit.’                                  

Most of their spending money, average of 

£126, goes on their partner - with £109    

going to family members and £89 to friends.   

Those men leaving it late may also run into 

problems when they get to the shops and 

cannot find what they want.                        

Two thirds of women have clothes at the top 

of their wish lists, a notoriously difficult  re-

quest when the most popular items and sizes 

almost always run out before December 25.  

Most men, however, would rather be enter-

tained at Christmas, with 59 per cent asking 

for the latest games console.    

The study which questioned more than 3,000 

women, found regional differences in    

Christmas habits.                                     

Women in Manchester spend the most time 

shopping, browsing the stores for an average 

of 124 hours and spending about £320 each.   

Londoners, many of whom have to fight their 

way into the busiest shopping centres, spend 

the least amount of time.  They set aside 

just 77 hours looking for gifts, but spend 

£387 on average - the highest amount in the 

country.   

In Cardiff, female shoppers spend £308 and 

123 hours, while in Birmingham, women shell 

out just £281 in 89 hours of shopping time.  

The research also showed the content of the 

average Christmas stocking will be made up 

of clothes, chocolate and gadgets. 

Editor; I have heard that some ladies start 
their Christmas shopping in February - can 
this be true?   

DID YOU KNOW?                                                                                                                        

We write Christmas as ’Xmas’ because X   

represented the Greek letter ’chi’.  It was 

pronounced with a aspirated (kh) which is the 

first letter of Christ’s name.       

Eating mince pies around Christmas is an   

early Christian custom.  Mince pies were 

baked to represent Christ in the cradle.  The 

pastry on the pie represented the cradle and 

the mince pie filling in the centre, Jesus   

himself.  

The first Christmas card was designed by 

John Calcott Horsley for Sir Henry Cole, the 

friend who had given him the idea. A       

thousand copies of the card were printed and 

sold for a shilling.   

This is reportedly the first Christmas card 

to be produced and sold to the public.  Now 

the average person in Britain sends 50 

Christmas cards each year.  
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REAL SCROOGE’ ‘WAS A DUTCH GRAVE-

DIGGER’                                                       

He is synonymous with the traditional image 

of the Victorian Christmas but Ebenezer 

Scrooge may have his roots further afield.  

According to Sjef de Jong, a Dutch             

academic, the Charles Dickens character may 

have been inspired by the real life of Gabriel 

de Graaf, a 19th century grave-digger who 

lived in Holland.   

De Graaf, a drunken curmudgeon obsessed 

with money, was said to have disappeared one 

Christmas Eve, only to emerge years later as 

a reformed character.  

While Dickens never travelled to Holland, he 

may have heard of de Graaf, who attributed 

his transformation to visions from dwarves, 

through his friend Hans Christian Anderson. 

It has been widely accepted that Scrooge 

was an expansion of an earlier Dickens    

character, Gabriel Grub, from The Pickwick 

Papers,  Grub almost mirrored the life of his 

namesake in Bronkhurst, 20 miles from     

Arnhem, Holland.  

‘According to local people, the real Gabriel 

was a terrible man, unpleasant, addicted to 

alcohol and violent to children.  Because he 

was so keen on money, he even dug graves on 

Christmas Eve.  Then he disappeared.  All he 

left was an empty bottle of gin in the grave,’ 

Dr de Jong said. 

‘Years later, Gabriel showed up saying he had 

changed after dwarves showed him a vision 

of a poor young child that died because      

nobody cared.’ 

TALKING RUBBISH                                                   

The world according to petty officialdom is a 

wonderful place, where words have alterna-

tive meaning, reality is determined by flow 

charts drawn up in airless offices, and     

nothing happens unless a form is filled out 3 

months in advance.  Cornish residents have 

recently had this piece of bureaucratic-

speak sent to them (as published on the BBC 

Cornwall website): 

Residents living in the former North        

Cornwall, Caradon and Restormel district    

areas, should get a complete set of three 

new reusable sacks and a black box to re-

place the coloured disposable plastic sacks 

they currently use.   

But former Carrick district householders, 

who already have a black box, a red sack and 

a yellow sack can expect a new orange reusa-

ble sack for recycling cardboard. 

Households in the former Kerrier district 

will also get an orange reusable sack, a blue 

reusable sack for paper, but no box as they 

already have a blue box. 

Whereas residents in the former Penwith   

area who already have a green box will be 

given a blue sack for paper, a red sack for 

cans and plastic bottles, and the orange sack 

for cardboard. 

Recycling advice from the council says glass 

bottles and jars should be put in the black 

recycling box-which is not black, but blue in 

the former Kerrier area and green in the 

former Penwith area. 

Paper should be recycled in the blue reusable 

sack (which is not blue, but red in the       

former Carrick area), while the red reusable 

sack (blue in Kerrier and yellow in Carrick) 

should be used for cans and plastic bottles. 

The good news, though, is that, according to 

a ’council spokeswomen’, each sack will have a 

picture on it, showing what can be put in it.  

Residents are apparently not encouraged to 

affix pictures of their own choice.    

PIZZA KING                                                  

One evening, Good King Wenceslas phoned his 

local pizzeria.  The assistant asked him: 

‘What pizza would you like, Your Majesty?’  

’Oh the usual,’ he replied.  ’Deep pan, crisp 

and even.’  
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A SHORT HISTORY OF 2757 SQUAD-

RON  BY L. BAKER                                                        

In April 1941, 150 RAF Defence Squadrons 

were formed but not numbered until 19th 

December 1941, when they were numbered 

701 - 850 inclusive.  On 1st February 1942, 

these squadrons were renumbered 2701 - 

2850 Squadrons Royal Air Force Regiment. 

757 Squadron was formed at Nutts Corner, 

in 1941 and until July 1944, operated in the 

Field role.  The Squadron was commanded by 

Squadron Leader Beavis  Benson-Brown and 

formed part of 84 Group, 2nd Tactical Air 

Force.   

It converted to an Armoured Squadron in 

July 1944 and was equipped with Humber 

Armoured Cars shortly before embarking 

for France.  Landing at Courseulles sur Mar, 

its route into Berlin was via Cain, St Omer, 

Rouen, Brussels, Antwerp, Cappelenbosh, 

Gilze and Wundsorf.     

The Squadron’s main duties lay in the field 

of reconnaissance and intelligence gathering 

- Royal Engineers concerned with Airfield 

Construction were escorted into forward   

areas, seeking useable sites for Fighter 

Squadrons - so that precious air time was at 

its maximum by having airfields as far     

forward as possible. 

Irreplaceable members of Air Technical   

Intelligence, seeking information on Flying 

Bombs and Rocket (V1 and V2) launching 

sites and factories, radar sites and       

equipment were also safeguarded in their 

work - always in forward areas - often       

between the main lines of advance and thus 

needing considerable initiative and self–   

sufficiency from the Squadron members.    

When the Germans launched their surprise 

offensive late in 1944, 2757 Squadron, with 

other RAF Regiment Units, were used to   

replace the British Army Units along the line 

of the River Maas, until the enemy on the 

Ardennes front was thrown back. 

On this occasion, the Squadron reverted to 

its original role, being used as infantry. 

According to intelligence reports, some 400 

gunners of the RAF Regiment on one side of 

the river, were facing 4,000 enemy troops 

on the other.  There was one Polish artillery 

battery available.   

One night, the Squadron’s outpost on the 

river bank saw signs of activity on the far 

side, it appeared that assault boats and in-

fantry were being assembled.   Fire was 

called down on the enemy, the artillery   

spotter being the Corporal i/c the outpost - 

this was extremely successful and the       

potential raid was frustrated. 

During the campaign, the Squadron lost four 

members killed by enemy action and were 

awarded one Croix de Guerre and four    

Mentions in Despatches - one MID being 

awarded to Corporal Tommy Leyborn, the 

artillery spotter on the River Maas. 

After the German surrender, the Squadron 

was used in a number of tasks, principally 

concerned with assisting the Civil Power   

Allied Military Government. 

In the late summer of 1945, Squadron   

Leader Benson-Brown, together with one of 

his Flight Commanders - Flight Lieutenant 

(later Squadron Leader) Don Baker, formed 

2324 (Armoured) Squadron RAF Regiment 

and embarked for the Middle East, being 

used in Palestine for security and anti-

terrorist  operations.  This squadron was 

equipped with American made Staghound  

Armoured Cars which were fitted with   

Chevrolet engines.     

2757 Squadron was renumbered 3 Squadron 

in August 1947, which was disbanded in     

October 1955.  The Squadron was reformed 

from 168 Squadron at Oldenburg, in          

November 1955, only to be disbanded once 

again in September 1957.  It was reformed 

on 27th July 1987 at RAF Hullavington. 
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MOD LAUNCHES NEW DEFENCE           

DISCOUNT SERVICE                               

The MOD has launched a new Defence      

Discount Service, as part of the Armed 

Forces Covenant, in recognition of service in 

the Armed Forces. 

This is open to members of the Armed    

Forces community, including serving and     

reserves personnel, Armed Forces veterans, 

spouses/partners of service personnel and 

bereaved spouses/partners.  It is also open 

to MOD civil servants, members of the     

Cadet Forces and NATO personnel serving in 

UK-based posts.                                              

Many high profile companies are engaged 

with the Defence Discount Service:  

Vodofone, KFC, Vue Cinemas, a number of 

major supermarkets, clothing stores and 

technology companies.  They are offering 

discounts on cars, laptops, supermarket 

shopping, holidays and mobile phones.        

The list is growing and we anticipate many 

more companies will now come forward to 

add their support to those already           

committed to helping to make life a little 

easier for our Armed Forces personnel.       

A wide range of discounts and privileges can 

be accessed online immediately - just type in 

Defence Discount Services and then       

register your details.                                     

A privilege card is also a key part of the new 

service and later this year it will be made 

available to members for a small cost,     

making it easier for people to access         

discounts in stores and online.                         

HOW THE THISTLE BECAME SCOT-

LAND’S FLOWER OF POWER                                  

The English Rose, Welsh Daffodil, Irish 

Shamrock and Scottish Thistle are all well-

known symbols of their countries.               

But when Prince William was awarded the 

Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of the 

Thistle - the highest honour in Scotland - to 

mark his 30th birthday in June this year, 

many wondered how a common weed became 

the symbol of such a proud nation.            

After all, bagpipes, haggis and tartans are 

perhaps more synonymous with the country 

and less unpopular.                                      

But the prickly plant’s Scottish legacy can 

be traced back to the 13th Century, when it 

proved its worth. 

Legend has it that during a Norse invasion, 

King  Haakon was foiled by fields of thistles. 

After overcoming gales and fierce storms in 

the North Sea, his silent night-time attack 

was scuppered when  a barefoot soldier 

shrieked when pricked by a thistle, his cries 

giving away their position to the Scots       

defenders.                                                       

Thus the thorny flower won Scottish hearts 

and in 1470, James 111 put it on Scottish 

coins.   Less than 100 years later, King 

James V founded the Order of the Thistle, 

which consists of the sovereign and other 

knights and ladies - including members of 

the Royal Family.   

COMMENT - GOLF                                

(After Europe had recently beaten the    

United States in the Ryder Cup, in America, 

in one of the most exciting matches ever,  

with millions watching on TV).                            

‘Settle down, chaps.  It’s just a group of    

millionaires steering little balls into little 

holes with a bunch of sticks.  No need to         

overreact.’ 

NOTICES  - In a Farmer’s Field:                     

The farmer allows walkers to cross the field 

for free, but the bull charges.                 

Outside a second-hand shop:                      

We exchange anything - bicycles, washing 

machines, etc.  Why not bring your wife 

along and get a wonderful bargain.              

In a launderette:  Automatic washing        

machines - Please remove all your clothes 

when the light  goes out. 
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CORRESPONDENCE                                  

Dear Colin, My Brothers in Arms - Ladies,                                      

Thank you all for your best wishes for our 

wedding on 29th September.  The day went 

very well and was made all the more special 

by having my best friend, John Illger, as my 

Best Man!!  It was very well organised and 

loved by all. 

Of course the Regiment was well represented 

and added a touch of class to the proceed-

ings!!  Also, at the end of the day a bottle of 

26 year old port was seen off in true        

Regiment fashion!! 

We still look back on that day with a smile, 

knowing we have such good families and 

friends!! 

All our love and best wishes to you all. 

Tony and Dorothy Leonard   XXXXX 

Per Ardua!!  

AND                                                          

Dear Gordon,                                                   

Would you please thank all the members  of 

the Norfolk Branch for my 80th Birthday 

Card, it came as a lovely surprise.         

Thanks,                                                     

John Wilderspin                                              

BRANCH VISIT TO BLETCHLEY PARK      

The Branch are organising a day visit with a 

guided tour to Bletchley Park, (Home of the 

WW11 Code Breakers) on the 8th or 9th May 

2013.  We travel by Avanti Coach.   

Further details in due course.  If you are   

interested in joining us - please contact the 

Vice Chairman Paul Rainbird, on (01328) 

856560.  Remember everyone is welcome - 

members, family and friends.   

BRANCH SOCIAL                                         

Thursday 13th December 2012.  12 Noon for 

12.30pm.  Feathers Inn, Wymondham.         

The Social is now fully booked.  The           

festivities will include - buffet, raffle and of 

course - great company.  

PRIEST ADDRESSING CONGREGATION 

‘My dear people, we have some good news and 

some bad news.  The good news is, we have 

enough money to do all the necessary repairs 

to the Church.  The bad news is, it’s still in 

your pockets.’ 

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT                             

Man talking to God,                                        

’God, how long is a million years to you?’      

God answers ’One minute’.                           

’And God’ says the man. ‘How much is a million 

pounds to you?.  God answers ’One penny’’ 

‘Then please God’ says the man.  ’Will you give 

me a penny’  God answers ’In a minute’.  

AND FINALLY                                            

Not only at Christmas but at all times, our 

thoughts and prayers are for all who are    

separated from their families and loved ones, 

especially those serving in Afghanistan and 

other troubled spots in the world.  May they 

return home safely and 2013 will see an end 

to hostilities and that peace may prevail. 

That’s all for now folks!  I look forward to 

the pleasure of your company at the Branch 

Social on Thursday, 13th December 2012 at 

12 Noon and next Branch Meeting on       

Tuesday, 15th January 2013 - 12.45pm 

Feathers Inn, Wymondham, when we have 

’Henry’s Winter Quiz’ - always great fun.                                                                

This year Louise and I will not be posting 

Christmas Cards but instead will make a         

donation to the ‘East Coast Hospice Appeal’, 

which is to be built for the people of Gt.   

Yarmouth and Waveney. 

So from the two of us - A Happy Christmas 

and All Good Wishes for 2013. 

Best wishes, 

 

Colin Clarke                                                   

Branch Secretary                                             

(01502) 585079. 
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